Abstract: Many seismic and magnetotelluric experiments within Tibet provide proxies for lithospheric temperature and lithology, and hence rheology. Most data have been collected between c. 888E and 958E in a corridor around the Lhasa-Golmud highway, but newer experiments in western Tibet, and inversions of seismic data utilizing wave-paths transiting the Tibetan Plateau, support a substantial uniformity of properties broadly parallel to the principal Cenozoic and Mesozoic sutures, and perpendicular to the modern NNE convergence direction. These data require unusually weak zones in the crust at different depths throughout Tibet at the present day. In southern Tibet these weak zones are in the upper crust of the Tethyan Himalaya, the middle crust in the southern Lhasa terrane, and the middle and lower crust in the northern Lhasa terrane. In northern Tibet, north of the Banggong-Nujiang suture, the middle and probably the lower crust of both the Qiangtang and Songpan-Ganzi terranes are unusually weak. The Indian uppermost mantle is cold and seismogenic beneath the Tethyan Himalaya and the southernmost Lhasa terrane, but is probably overlain by a northward thickening zone of Asian mantle beneath the northern Lhasa terrane. Beneath northern Tibet the upper mantle has not been replaced by subducting Indian and Asian lithospheres, and is warmer than to the south. These inferred vertical strength profiles all have minima in the crust, thereby permitting, though not actually requiring, some form of channelized flow at the present day. Using the simplest parameterization of channel-flow models, I infer that a Poiseuille-type flow (flow between stationary boundaries) parallel to India -Asia convergence is occurring throughout much of southern Tibet, and a combination of Couette (top-driven, between moving boundaries) and Poiseuille lithospheric flow, perpendicular to lithospheric shortening, is active in northern Tibet. Explicit channel-flow models that successfully replicate much of the large-scale geophysical behaviour of Tibet need refinement and additional model complexity to capture the full details of the temporal and spatial variation of the India-Asia collision. 'Only fools, or unusually insightful individuals not yet recognized to be ahead of their time, would doubt that the warmth of the lower crust in regions of extension makes decoupling of upper crust and upper mantle more likely there than in other settings. Thus, the real challenge to understanding how such decoupling or coupling occurs will require study of regions of intracontinental crustal shortening' (Molnar 2000) .
'Only fools, or unusually insightful individuals not yet recognized to be ahead of their time, would doubt that the warmth of the lower crust in regions of extension makes decoupling of upper crust and upper mantle more likely there than in other settings. Thus, the real challenge to understanding how such decoupling or coupling occurs will require study of regions of intracontinental crustal shortening' (Molnar 2000) .
Lateral strain variations, and vertical strain and strength profiles in Tibet
Tibet forms the largest and highest plateau on Earth today. Two extreme and opposed views of the mechanism(s) responsible for regional uplift and accommodation of shortening are that: (1) discrete tectonic blocks, internally relatively undeformed, are being expelled eastward between lithospheric strike-slip faults (e.g. Tapponnier et al. 1982 Tapponnier et al. , 2001 ; and (2) deformation is essentially continuous, with diffuse deformation of the crust and upper mantle over broad areas (e.g. Dewey & Burke 1973; England & Houseman 1986; England & Molnar 1997; Shen et al. 2001) , in addition to the convergence taken up at the plateau margins. With the increasing availability of global-positioning data from Tibet and adjacent regions, both in number of sites (now exceeding 500: Zhang et al. 2004 ) and length of their time series (up to nine years: ), the extreme model of coherent blocks separated by narrow fault zones along which most deformation is localized seems a less plausible description of the active deformation of Tibet. At the Earth's surface there is a continuously varying surface strain field across Tibet when observed at scales of !100 km Zhang et al. 2004) . The major active strike-slip faults such as the Kunlun and Jiali faults ( Fig. 1) have motions c. 10 mm a 21 and separate internally deforming blocks in which about two-thirds of the total 25 mm a 21 eastward extrusion of Tibet is accommodated by smaller normal faults and conjugate strike-slip faults (Taylor et al. 2003; Zhang et al. 2004) .
In contrast, vertical strength and strain profiles in Tibetan lithosphere cannot be directly measured, and so remain less certain and more contentious.
Opposing views are that the entire lithosphere deforms homogeneously ('vertical coherent deformation') (e.g. England & Houseman 1986; England & Molnar 1997; Flesch et al. 2005) , or that deformation is dominated by a more rapid ductile flow in the middle and/or lower crust above a stronger upper mantle ('channel flow') (e.g. Zhao & Morgan 1987; Bird 1991; Shen et al. 2001; Beaumont et al. 2004) . The depth extent of such channelized flow -middle crust, lower crust, or both -depends critically on the actual strength profile. These opposing views have recently been conflated with a new controversy about vertical strength profiles for the continental lithosphere. Laboratory experiments have long been used to infer a combined frictional plus ductile behaviour of the lithosphere, with a quartz-dominated strength maximum in the uppermiddle crust, and an olivine-dominated strength maximum at the top of the upper mantle (Brace & Kohlstedt 1980) . It is also widely held that the greater part of lithospheric strength is in the upper (Zhao et al. 1993; Makovsky et al. 1996) , IN-2 Kind et al. 1996; Alsdorf et al. 1998b; , IN-3 (Zhao et al. 2001; Ross et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2000; Rapine et al. 2003; Tilmann et al. 2003) ; Sino-French, SF-1 (Hirn et al. 1984a) , SF-2 (Zhang & Klemperer 2005) , SF-3 (Hirn et al. 1995; Galvé et al. 2002b) , SF-4 (Herquel et al. 1995; Vergne et al. 2003) , SF-5 (Wittlinger et al. 1998) , SF-6 (Galvé et al. 2002a; Vergne et al. 2003) , SF-7 (Wittlinger et al. 2004) ; PASSCAL (McNamara et al. 1994 (McNamara et al. , 1995 Rodgers & Schwartz 1998; Sherrington et al. 2004) ; WT, West Tibet (Kong et al. 1996) ; TB, Tarim basin (Gao et al. 2000; Kao et al. 2001) ; NP, Nanga Parbat (Meltzer et al. 2001) ; HIMPROBE (Rai et al. 2006) ; TQ, Tarim-Qaidam (Zhao et al. 2006) ; HIMNT, HimalayaNepal-Tibet experiment (Schulte-Pelkum et al. 2005) ; NE INDIA (Mitra et al. 2005) . Near-vertical reflection profiles are IN-1, IN-2 and locally along IN-3, TB and HIMPROBE; controlled-source wide-angle profiles are SF-1, SF-2, SF-3, SF-6, IN-1, IN-2, IN-3, WT and TQ; teleseismic recording experiments (typically for tomography, receiverfunction, shear-wave-splitting, and waveform inversions) are PASSCAL, IN-2, IN-3, SF-3, SF-4, SF-5, SF-6, SF-7, TB, NP, HIMPROBE, HIMNT and NE INDIA. Magnetotelluric profiles: INDEPTH, in-100, in-200 (Chen et al. 1996) , in-500 (Wei et al. 2001) , in-600 (Unsworth et al. 2004) , in-700 , in-800 ; himprobe (Gokarn et al. 2002) ; nf, Nepal-French (Lemonnier et al. 1999) ; wt, West Tibet (Kong et al. 1996) . crust for typical continental thicknesses and heat flow (e.g. Zoback et al. 2003) . For 25 years discussions of continental rheology have been dominated by the belief that although earthquakes are largely localized in the upper crust and essentially absent from the lower crust, they do occur, though rarely, in the upper mantle (Meissner & Strehlau 1982; , leading to the strong upper crust -weak lower crust -strong upper mantle 'jelly-sandwich' model of continental lithosphere. A strength minimum in the middle-lower crust permits channel flow and complete decoupling of the upper crust and upper mantle, but does not require it: boundary forces arising from plate motions could be applied equally at all depths in the lithosphere, leading to vertically coherent deformation. However, basal drag due to asthenospheric flow is applied to the mantle lithosphere, and body forces due to topographic loads are applied to the crust, and so these will be transmitted upwards or downwards only to the extent that the upper crust is mechanically coupled to the mantle (Flesch et al. 2005 ). An opposing view of continental strength profiles arises from a re-evaluation of the focal depths of supposed upper-mantle earthquakes that places many of these in the lower crust (Maggi et al. 2000) leading some to argue that the lower crust is typically stronger than the upper mantle (Jackson 2003 ; though see Burov & Watts (2006) for counter-arguments). In this case the lack of a broad strength minimum throughout the lower crust must greatly inhibit channel flow, the timescale of which varies inversely with the cube of the layer thickness in which such flow is occurring (for a Newtonian fluid) (Kusznir & Matthews 1988) . Even with a weak upper mantle, intracrustal channel flow may still occur as a transient phenomenon due to the introduction of melts or hydrous fluids (McKenzie & Jackson 2002) , and widespread lower-crustal flow may occur in conjunction with upper-mantle flow if the viscosities of both are low (Jackson 2003) . Clearly, the strong dependence of rock strength on both composition and temperature (e.g. Afonso & Ranalli 2004) as well as hydration state and presence of partial melt (e.g. Kirby 1984; Rosenberg & Handy 2005) means the relative strength of lower crust and upper mantle will vary in time and space, and that an evaluation of this relative strength requires detailed knowledge of the lithosphere.
Modes of crustal flow and channel flow
Any viscous or plastic deformation may be regarded as flow. Such flow need not be channelized within the crust or lithosphere -it may affect the entire outer shell, as in the 'thin viscous sheet' model applied to Tibet by England & Houseman (1986) and England & Molnar (1997) , or in the 'vertically coherent deformation' style inferred for Tibet from seismic and geodetic data by Silver (1996) and Flesch et al. (2005) . In these models, channelized flow is precluded.
In contrast, channel flow as used in this paper refers to any flow in which a viscosity minimum at some depth strongly localizes horizontal material flow and partially or totally decouples flow at different depths (e.g. for Tibet, models of Zhao & Morgan 1987; Bird 1991; Royden 1996; Royden et al. 1997; Beaumont et al. 2004) . Although it is possible to model channel flow with free or partly free boundary conditions (McKenzie et al. 2000; McKenzie & Jackson 2002 ) such models are only now being applied to Tibet (Bendick 2004) . The simplest numerical models have explicit channel boundaries with imposed velocity and position conditions. Two end-members are Poiseuille flow (or pipe flow), an extrusion between stationary boundaries in which the induced pressure gradient produces the highest velocities in the centre of the channel (Fig. 2a) , and Couette flow, in which shear across the channel produces the highest velocities at the top or base of the channel (Fig. 2b) . These conceptually useful mathematical simplifications allow approximation of important parameters such as viscosity and channel thickness, but cannot be exact descriptions for Tibetan (or any other midlower crustal) flow. Pure Poiseuille flow has been used to model the gentle slopes of the eastern plateau margin (Clark & Royden 2000) , and an analogous form of flow emerges naturally in numerous Tibetan deformational models (e.g. Bird 1991; Royden 1996; Royden et al. 1997; Shen et al. 2001) as a low-viscosity channel within or at the base of the crust. Such models incorporate depthdependent lower-crustal strength (Royden et al. 1997; Shen et al. 2001) or thermal weakening ) that effectively confines flow between boundaries that do not move substantially. In contrast, Couette flow refers to a channelized flow with moving rigid boundaries, for example in which gravitational collapse with outward translation of the upper crust, or underthrusting of cold lithosphere, drives flow in the lower crust by viscous coupling (Fig. 2b) . If the entire lower lithosphere is weak, then in this form of flow the entire lithosphere shares the same sense of motion, with velocity decreasing downwards. In recent discussions of Tibetan geodynamics, 'channel flow' has typically been used to describe deformation with Poiseuille ( Fig. 2a) or hybrid Poiseuille-Couette characteristics (Fig. 2c) .
Independent of numerical models, the concepts of channel flow have been applied to both the Himalaya and Tibet at multiple scales. At a subregional scale, in the NW syntaxis of the Himalaya (Nanga Parbat, Np in Fig. 1) , observations of simultaneous highgrade metamorphism, anatexis and rapid denudation led to the recognition of local feedbacks between tectonic and surface processes, and to the 'tectonic aneurysm' model (Zeitler et al. 2001) in which large-magnitude river incision focuses deformation of weak crust, leading to crustal flow into the region (Koons et al. 2002) . The very rapid denudation leading to exposure of Quaternary metamorphic and magmatic rocks, coupled with low seismic velocities, high seismic attenuation and shallow microseismicity (Meltzer et al. 2001) leaves little doubt that strongly localized crustal flow exists at present beneath Nanga Parbat (Zeitler et al. 2001) .
Along the main Himalayan front, seminal observations of extrusion of the crystalline Greater Himalayan Sequence (GHS) (southward with respect to the lower-grade Tethyan Himalaya above and Lesser Himalayan Sequence below) were made first in the central (Burchfiel & Royden 1985) , then in the western (Searle & Rex 1989) Himalaya, albeit lacking a channel-flow terminology. Grujic et al. (1996) , working in the eastern Himalaya, were the first to apply the mechanics of Poiseuille and Couette flow to ductile extrusion of the GHS. However, these and the earlier observations may be as compatible with transient ductile extrusion of a single wedge during growth of a critical-taper orogenic thrust belt, as with a long-lasting channel flow requiring continuous material replenishment into the channel at some unknown location north of the exposures of ductilely deformed GHS rocks. As applied to southern Tibet, the 'channel-flow model' typically refers to the concept, first clearly articulated by Nelson et al. (1996) , that the GHS represents the ongoing extrusion of a fluid middle crust formed as Indian crust subducted northwards beneath the Lhasa terrane heats up, partially melts, and forms a southward-directed return flow driven by the gravitational potential energy of the Tibetan Plateau. In this view the leucogranites exposed within the GHS represent progressively younger, frozen, snapshots of the partially molten mid-crustal layer interpreted from INDEPTH seismic and magnetotelluric (MT) data north of the Indus -Yarlung suture Li et al. 2003) . Wu et al. (1998) explicitly added to this model the importance of orographic precipitation (the Indian monsoon) to denudationally exhume the return flow to the surface between coaeval slip (Hodges 2006) on the normal-sense South Tibetan Detachment (STD) above and the thrust-sense Main Himalayan Thrust (MHT) or Main Central Thrust (MCT) below. This concept and a broad range of observed Himalayan metamorphic and geochronologic data have been successfully modelled in two dimensions with time-varying, plane-strain, coupled thermal -mechanical finite-element numerical models Jamieson et al. 2004) in which sufficient radiogenic self-heating and mantle heat flux exist to create melt-weakening to reduce the channel viscosity to 10 19 Pa s. The preferred model of Beaumont et al. (2004) and Jamieson et al. (2004) is successfully tuned to provide dramatically good fits to a wide range of geological observations, but requires some arbitrary forcing functions (e.g. an arbitrary time-variable surface denudation rate to drive the channel exhumation), and grossly simplifies some aspects of geological evolution (e.g. assumes a continuous evolution towards the modern low-angle subduction, in contrast to the widely recognized twostage evolution of the Himalaya (e.g. Leech et al. 2005) in which early steep subduction is terminated by a slab break-off event prior to establishment of the modern low-angle subduction). Though it seems remarkable that the Beaumont et al. (2004) model can fit current observations so well given the elements of geological history not contained in their model, Beaumont et al. (2006) do show that their modelled channel flows are not strongly perturbed by mantle processes, thereby mitigating at least one cautionary note. Although arbitrarily complex initial parameters and model specifications allow arbitrarily complex fits, the good fit thus far obtained provides encouragement for the future that more complex models based on a more complete understanding of initial conditions will continue to fit the complete geological history.
At the largest scale, simpler models (lacking thermal -mechanical coupling but tractable in three dimensions) have explored how gravitational potential can drive outward channel flow from the Tibetan Plateau with wavelengths .1000 km to produce marginal surface uplifts of c. 2 km, in a tunnelling Poiseuille mode (Royden et al. 1997; Clark & Royden 2000; Hodges 2006) . In these models the flow is channelized in the vertical domain by a specified and strongly depth-dependent rheology (Shen et al. 2001) and confined laterally by resistant (high-viscosity) crustal blocks along Tibet's southern and northern margins (India, Tarim, Qaidam) and locally along the eastern margin (Sichuan Basin) (Clark et al. 2005) . The absence in eastern Tibet of exposed middle or lower crust (the lack of an analogue to the GHS) is explained by insufficient denudation to exhume the channel. Such 'channel injection' models are further developed by Medvedev & Beaumont (2006) .
Whether at the scale of the individual gneiss domes of the Himalayan syntaxes, the GHS along the length of the Himalaya, or the entire Tibetan Plateau, these proposed models may all be termed channel flow. Independent of terminology, a key task for geophysics is to define the spatial variation of relative vertical strength profiles in Tibet, controlled by lithology, temperature and fluid content; and hence to define the relative vertical velocity profiles, controlled by plate-tectonic boundary forces, topographic (gravity) forces, and asthenospheric basal drag forces.
Geophysical data bearing on crustal flow in Tibet

Data sources
It is the aim of this paper to summarize the now large number of geophysical measurements in Tibet that bear on the composition, temperature and fluid content of Tibetan lithosphere. Referencing is of necessity selective: the Georef database contains 4000 articles published since 1990 with 'Tibet' or 'Himalaya' in the title. Twenty years ago a review of geophysical constraints on the deep structure of Tibet (Molnar 1988) was still able to comprehensively reference the entire preceding literature. Many seminal studies discussed by Molnar (1988) are not further reviewed here: it was by then already possible to conclude that Tibetan crust averages 65 -70 km in thickness, and that there is marked lateral heterogeneity in the mantle beneath Tibet, with lower shear-wave velocities and higher attenuation defining a warmer mantle beneath northern Tibet that compensate a somewhat thinner crust there than in southern Tibet.
The availability of portable digital recorders enabled a new generation of geophysical experiments in Tibet in the 1990s that continue to the present day, yielding data that in both quality and density exceed that possible in earlier projects. Figure 1 shows the locations of projects discussed in this paper. Acronyms in Figure 1 , upper-case for seismic measurements, lower-case for magnetotelluric (MT) profiles, are used in the text to indicate from which data-set particular results were derived. Three collaborations have provided many crucial data reviewed here: (1) the pioneering multidisciplinary 'Sino-French' transect that recorded controlled-source seismic, teleseismic, MT and geothermal data in southern Tibet in 1980-1982, and continued across the entire plateau with a series of teleseismic and wide-angle seismic experiments through the 1990s and 2000s (sometimes utilizing the name 'Lithoscope') (transect locations SF-1 to SF-7 in Fig. 1) ; (2) the 1991 -1992 Sino-US 'PASSCAL' transect that recorded the first broad-band seismic profile across Tibet on 11 seismographs at c. 150 km spacing; and (3) the 1992-1998 'INDEPTH' (International Deep Profiling of Tibet and the Himalaya) experiments that recorded the first deep near-vertical reflection profiles on the plateau (IN-1) , and have since recorded controlledsource, passive-source (IN-1, -2, -3) and MT data (in-100, -200, -500, -600) in a corridor across the plateau (this transect will continue in 2007 as INDEPTH-4 across the northern boundary of Tibet). Without minimizing the contributions of many other groups, these three international programmes collected data that continue to be reanalysed today, a decade or more after acquisition. All three transects focused their efforts along the NNE-trending Lhasa-Golmud highway and areas accessible from it, at c. 88 -958E, leading to a strong concentration of data-sets in eastern Tibet (Fig. 1) . However, although reflection and refraction experiments typically obtain data only directly beneath the seismic array, shear-wave splitting and receiver-function observations pertain to a region several tens of kilometres around the recorders (depending on the depth of the anomaly), bodywave tomography and local-seismicity recordings effectively study a region several hundreds of kilometres around the array, and regional waveform modelling and surface-wave inversions provide measurements integrated over earthquake-to-receiver paths of 10 2 -10 3 km that can average properties of the entire plateau, even if recorded on only a single station. Although MT measurements are largely sensitive to structure directly beneath the array, their relative low cost, speed and simplicity have allowed acquisition that spans the plateau from north to south along the INDEPTH transect, and from west to east in southern Tibet (in-100 to in-800, nf and himprobe in Fig. 1 ). The other fundamentally new datasets that became available in the 1990s were high-resolution topography and moderate-resolution gravity data for the entire plateau. Some newer geophysical transects along the southern margin of Tibet (HIMPROBE, HIMNT, NE India in Fig. 1 ) are sufficiently recent that their data are not yet fully published.
Topography and gravity: evidence for intra-crustal compensation
The availability since the early 1990s of sub-100 m lateral-resolution topographic data for Tibet has allowed analysis of the wavelengths on which relief is developed. The low relief of the interior of the Tibetan plateau suggests that upper-crustal isostatic compensation acts to level the surface of the plateau, requiring a 'fluid lower-crustal process' -the crust is not strong enough to maintain large topography at the surface or corresponding stresses at depth . Detailed analysis of short-wavelength flexural rift-flank uplift adjacent to Plio-Pleistocene grabens in Tibet implies a lowviscosity middle and lower crust (Masek et al. 1994) such that the crustal viscosity in a 15-kmthick channel would be c. 3 Â 10 20 Pa s. Braitenberg et al. (2003) and Jordan & Watts (2005) used a range of forward and inverse techniques to map the spatial variation of elastic thickness (T e ) and to show the interior of the plateau has T e typically ,20 km, whereas the Himalayan foreland has T e .100 km (more than double older estimates of McKenzie & Fairhead 1997) , and the Tarim, Qaidam and Sichuan basins north and east of the plateau have T e c. 50 km. Modelling of T e has also been used to define an area of lithosphere beneath southern Tibet that can be identified as Indian mantle sufficiently strong that it must subduct rather than undergo internal deformation (Jin et al. 1996) . Hence Jin et al. map out the 'Indian mantle suture' (point at which top of subducting Indian crust intersects Tibetan Moho) and the 'Indian mantle front' (northernmost extent of Indian lithosphere beneath Tibet), at latitudes c. 29.58N and c. 338N along the LhasaGolmud highway.
In contrast to the southern and northern margins of Tibet, where Quaternary upper-crustal deformation is occurring as shown by modern seismicity and mapped fault patterns, the eastern margin of the plateau lacks large-scale Quaternary surface shortening (Royden et al. 1997) . This can be modelled if the lower crust is sufficiently weak (10 18 Pa s in a 15-km-thick layer) to decouple the upper crust from the upper mantle (Royden et al. 1997; Shen et al. 2001) . The topography of eastern Tibet and its time-evolution are both compatible with outward flow of a weak crust. Clark & Royden (2000) have shown that the more than order-of-magnitude contrast between the steep plateau margin adjacent to the Tarim basin and Sichuan basin, and the lowgradient slope of the NE and SE plateau margins, can be explained by a lower-crustal channel with lateral variations in viscosity. Assuming pure Poiseuille flow in a 15-km-thick channel, they inferred channel viscosities of 10
21
, 10 18 and 10 16 Pa s beneath the steep margins gentle margins, and plateau interior, respectively. Evidence for sequential reorganization of drainage patterns in southeastern Tibet (Clark et al. 2004 ) and rapid late Cenozoic cooling in the southwestern Qinling (Enkelmann et al. 2006 ) as a result of Neogene uplift of the plateau margin is consistent with this model of long-wavelength intra-crustal channel flow. The relative viscosities of Clark & Royden (2000) are important if topography is a proxy for lower-crustal viscosity; their inferred viscosities are less important since they are strongly model-dependent and scale with the cube of the channel thickness. Indeed, the lowest viscosity inferred by Clark & Royden is inherently unlikely because it is hard to reconcile with plausible regional crustal viscosities even if the inferred channel occupies the entire crustal thickness (Hilley et al. 2005) . Absolute viscosities ,10
19 Pa s probably require a few per cent of in situ partial melt (cf. Beaumont et al. 2004; Rosenberg & Handy 2005) , which should be detectable by magnetotelluric and seismic methods.
Geothermal measurements: evidence for recent magmatism in southern Tibet
Geothermal exploration of the Puga region in NW India (Pu in Fig. 1 ) measured heat flow .500 mW m 22 (Shanker et al. 1976) , later interpreted as caused by a Quaternary intrusion at the c. 7 km depth of local seismicity (Gupta et al. 1983) . Better known because collected in the framework of a large international project are later Sino-French heat-flow measurements in two lakes in southernmost Tibet (close to Kangmar Dome, Fig. 1 ) of 91 and 146 mW m 22 (Francheteau et al. 1984) . The large variation over ,25 km between the two lakes requires an anomalous shallow heat source, presumably magmatic, intruded within the past 1 million years at less than c. 10 km depth beneath Yamdrok Tso, the northern of the two lakes that extends from 15-50 km south of the Indus-Yarlung suture (Jaupart et al. 1985) . Additional studies of the 'Himalayan geothermal belt' have documented at least 600 geothermal systems in the Lhasa terrane and northern Tethyan Himalaya, mostly concentrated east of 848E (Hochstein & Regenauer-Lieb 1998) . After correction for convective heat flow, southern Tibet has a regional heat flow of c. 82 mW m 22 (Wang 2001 ), equivalent to 'characteristic Basin & Range' heat flow of Lachenbruch & Sass (1977) . Regional heat flow in northern Tibet (Qiangtang terrane) is estimated, based on only two measurements, at c. 45 mW m 22 (Wang 2001) , intermediate between the 'Sierra Nevada' and 'Stable reference crust' geotherms of Lachenbruch & Sass (1977) . Standard conductive geotherms predict Moho temperatures of c. 7008C (i.e. in excess of the pelitic wet solidus (Thompson & Connolly 1995) even in northern Tibet (Wang 2001) , due to the !60 km crustal thickness. Analogous geotherms predict such extremely high temperatures beneath southern Tibet that the only reasonable scenario is a more isothermal crust than standard, maintained by underthrusting of a relatively cold Indian crust (Wang 2001) .
Seismicity cut-off at depth locates brittle -ductile and ductile -brittle transitions
Crustal seismicity, both from teleseismic observations (Molnar & Lyon-Caen 1989; Zhao & Helmberger 1991) and local network studies (PASSCAL: Randall et al. 1995; IN-3: Langin et al. 2003) , is effectively limited to the upper crust. Both teleseismic studies cited, which necessarily focus on larger earthquakes, place 95% of relocated earthquakes above 18 km depth, and both local studies place 95% of located earthquakes above 20 km depth. In particular the Langin et al. (2003) study (IN-3) located 267 earthquakes from the Indus -Yarlung suture to the Jinsha River suture, and across 68 of longitude over a nine-month period, thereby providing a comprehensive snapshot of crustal seismicity in east-central Tibet. The downward cut-off of crustal seismicity is widely accepted as marking the brittle -ductile transition at a temperature of 250 -4508C (Meissner & Strehlau 1982; . By itself, the existence of a ductile lower crust does not demonstrate crust -mantle decoupling, because the mantle could in some circumstances be even weaker than the overlying lower crust (Jackson 2003; Afonso & Ranalli 2004) .
However, in contrast to the absence of earthquakes beneath the Tibetan Plateau with well-constrained focal depths of 30-65 km, it is well-documented that earthquakes occur beneath southern Tibet at depths of 70 -110 km, some clearly below the Moho. These sub-Moho earthquakes are known from both teleseismic recordings ) and temporary local network recordings (PASSCAL: Zhu & Helmberger 1996) . review evidence for eight subcrustal earthquakes (90 -110 km depth) in western Tibet (between the IndusYarlung suture and the Altyn Tagh -Karakax fault, are all clearly distinct from the Hindu Kush intra-continental subduction intermediate-depth seismic belt), and for an additional five presumed sub-Moho earthquakes (80 -90 km depth) beneath the Tethyan Himalaya and southern Lhasa terrane (all east of 868E and south of 308N, hence south of or close to the Indian mantle suture inferred from gravity modelling by Jin et al. 1996) . A further two earthquakes at 70 km depth in the Himalaya/southeastern Tibet may be in the lower crust or the upper mantle. Some have suggested that all earthquakes in southern Tibet lie above the Moho (Jackson 2003; Mitra et al. 2005) , pointing to evidence for crustal thicknesses as great as 85 -90 km near Lhasa (Yuan et al. 1997; Mitra et al. 2005) , but in doing so ignore significant west -east variations in crustal structure (SF-2: Zhang & Klemperer 2005) including equivalent evidence for thinner crust (70-80 km) closer to the location of the deep earthquakes (IN-2: Yuan et al. 1997; . Hence it seems probable that these deep earthquakes of magnitude 4.3 -6.0 are evidence for sub-Moho brittle behaviour in southern Tibet , and presumably require temperatures no more than 600 -8008C . The evidence for subcrustal earthquakes is even clearer for the eastern Nepal segment of the High and Tethyan Himalaya, where over 100 small earthquakes (magnitude ,4.5, recorded on a local network deployed for ,18 months) have been located up to 40 km below the Moho (up to 100 km below sea-level) in a joint tomographic/receiver-function inversion (HIMNT: Schulte-Pelkum et al. 2005; Monsalve et al. 2005 . This evidence for significant strength in the mantle beneath the Himalaya is unsurprising if elastic thicknesses there are indeed of the same order as crustal thickness (Jordan & Watts 2005) .
Seismic velocity and crustal thickness: north-south dichotomy of uppermost-mantle velocities but plateau-wide low crustal velocities Seismic velocities at any depth depend on lithology, temperature and fluid distribution. Low velocities tend to correlate with higher SiO 2 content (Christensen & Mooney 1995), hence with lower melting point, and hence lower creep strength at any given temperature since the homologous temperature is lower at any given temperature (e.g. McKenzie & Jackson 2002) . Seismic velocities decrease with increased temperature (Christensen & Mooney 1995) , which weakens rocks. Velocities are also greatly reduced by addition of aqueous (Hyndman & Shearer 1989) or magmatic (Hammond & Humphreys 2000) fluids that also weaken their host rocks (Kirby 1984; Rosenberg and Handy 2005) . Crust or mantle with unusually low seismic velocities is therefore weaker than average, and pronounced low-velocity zones relative to material above and below indicate lowstrength channels in the lithosphere.
The recognition of marked lateral heterogeneity in the mantle beneath Tibet remains one of the most fundamental and reliable observations bearing on Tibetan geodynamics. Evidence for a warmer upper mantle beneath northern Tibet east of 858E, as compared to southern Tibet, was first found in strong attenuation of Sn (uppermost mantle shear-wave) (Ni & Barazangi 1983 ) and lower upper-mantle shear-velocity beneath a thinner crust inferred from Rayleigh-wave-phase velocities (Brandon & Romanowicz 1986) . These early studies using seismic stations outside Tibet have been reinforced and extended to include P-wave observations from portable broadband deployments in eastern Tibet by the PASSCAL (McNamara et al. 1995 , Sino-French Lithoscope (SF-4: Wittlinger et al. 1996) and INDEPTH (IN-3: Tilmann et al. 2003) groups. All these datasets show significant differences (McNamara: 3 -4%; Tilmann: 2%) between a faster mantle south of approximately the Banggong-Nujiang suture and slower mantle further north, corresponding to a temperature increase of c. 200-3008C from south to north , significantly lower than earlier estimates as high as 5008C (Molnar et al. 1993) . Noting that all these temporary deployments were located east of 888E, Dricker & Roecker (2002) use teleseismic SS-S differential traveltimes (that are sensitive to structure to depths of c. 300 km) to show that the north-south mantle variability is only pronounced in eastern Tibet. In their model, Tibetan mantle west of 878E is uniformly faster (colder) than to the east, providing an ongoing disagreement with the Pn tomography of McNamara et al. (1997) that shows low uppermost mantle velocities extending west to 808E, north of the Banggong -Nujiang suture. Unfortunately Pn has not been observed on controlledsource refraction profiles recorded over the Tibetan Plateau due to the great crustal thickness and strong crustal attenuation.
Despite the south-north change in temperature of the lithospheric mantle, lithospheric thickness appears relatively uniform. Kumar et al. (2006) use S-to-P receiver functions to map a plateau-wide discontinuity that they identify as the lithosphereasthenosphere boundary. The base of the Indian lithosphere dips north from c. 170 km beneath the Himalaya to c. 210 km beneath the BanggongNujiang suture; and the base of the Asian lithosphere is nearly horizontal at 170 to 190 km beneath central and northern Tibet (Kumar et al. 2006) .
Waveform modelling of earthquake phases at regional distances (e.g. so-called Pnl waveforms comprising the P arrival (Pn) followed by the crust-trapped P-SV multiple conversions (PL)) is an effective way to study crustal velocities averaged laterally over hundreds of kilometres. For Tibet, Rodgers & Schwartz (1998) demonstrate that average crustal P-wave velocity (Vp) in the Qiangtang and Lhasa terranes (6.2 and 6.0 km s 21 ) is significantly less than the global continental average of 6.45 km s 21 (Christensen & Mooney 1995) . Controlled-source refraction experiments typically provide the best-resolved estimates of Vp (e.g. SF-1: Hirn et al. 1984a; IN-3: Zhao et al. 2001; SF-6: Galvé et al. 2002a ), and further demonstrate that Tibetan crust has unusually low seismic velocity at all depths compared to global averages (Haines et al. 2003) . Despite the low average Vp, many studies -including receiver-function and related P-waveform modelling methods that detect the amplitude and polarity of Moho and intracrustal conversions -suggest a higher-velocity layer (.7 km s Receiver functions provide independent estimates of crustal velocity structure beneath individual stations, e.g. along the INDEPTH-2 transect (Yuan et al. 1997) or across the entire plateau along the 1991 -1992 Sino-US PASSCAL experiment (Owens & Zandt 1997) . These studies identify a distinct low-velocity zone below 20 km depth in the Lhasa terrane which dies out southward approximately at the Indus -Yarlung suture (IN-2: Kind et al. 1996) , and confirm the unusually low average-crustal Vp across the entire plateau, as well as suggesting low lower-crustal S-wave velocity (Vs) and correspondingly high Vp/Vs in the northern plateau (PASSCAL: Owens & Zandt 1997; IN-3: Tian et al. 2005) . A reinterpretation of the PASSCAL results in conjunction with transect SF-4 (Vergne et al. 2002) highlights the inherent non-uniqueness of receiver-function inversions (even in the absence of anisotropic or dipping structure) (Ammon et al. 1990) , and suggests Vp/Vs ratios north of the Banggong-Nujiang suture are normal, with no evidence for widespread partial melting beneath the Qiangtang terrane.
Surface-wave studies integrate over large regions of the crust and are particularly useful for picking out broad trends in crustal velocity (Fig. 3) . Early teleseismic surface-wave observations used to document a crustal low-velocity zone throughout Tibet (Chun & Yoshii 1977) have been refined by more detailed observations from the INDEPTH transects that provide distinct averaged velocitydepth profiles for the Qiangtang and the northern Lhasa terranes (IN-3: Rapine et al. 2003) , and for the Lhasa terrane and Tethyan Himalaya (IN-2: Cotte et al. 1999) . All the Vs-depth profiles derived from surface-wave inversions for Tibet are significantly low compared to global crustal values (Fig. 3) 21 from the previous model to allow easy viewing, and to convey a sense of possible continuity of channels of unusually low velocity (grey-shaded regions). Possible dominant flow directions (see text and Fig. 8 ) are shown by south-directed arrow in southern grey region, and east (outof-the-page)-directed arrowhead/bullseye in northern grey region. Note possibility of multiple, vertically stacked, independently flowing weak zones, e.g. in northern Lhasa terrane. Dotted curve across and to right of each velocitydepth profile is the mean crustal P-wave velocity of Christensen & Mooney (1995) (only available from 5 to 50 km depth), with horizontal bars showing 1s from the mean at each depth, scaled by the mean crustal Vp/Vs ratio from Christensen (1996) . Note the normal S-velocities in the shallow crust, but S-wave velocities in the low-velocity zones (shaded) that are one to two standard deviations below expected crustal velocities. Dashed lines at 75 km and 80 km in the Lhasa terrane and 70 km in the Qiangtang terrane are likely Moho depths, and highlight the unusually low Sn velocity of the Qiangtang terrane, ,4 km s
21
. channel apparently disappears south of the IndusYarlung suture (Kind et al. 1996) or becomes shallower and is restricted to the upper half of the crust (Cotte et al. 1999) (Fig. 3) . Yuan et al. (1997) suggest that the strongest low-velocity zone is collocated with the seismic bright spots imaged in the Yangbajain graben (IN-2: Brown et al. 1996; , but also find a possibly analogous feature beneath Lhasa, confirming that the unusual low-velocity structure of southern Tibet is not restricted to the active extensional grabens. Figure 3 shows one possible correlation of different crustal low-velocity zones on the different surface-wave velocity profiles, and my inferred crustal flow directions (see below).
The unusually low crustal Vp (e.g. PASSCAL: Owens & Zandt 1997) can be understood without the necessity of forming Tibet from abnormal crustal compositions if lower (and perhaps also middle) crust has been lost from Tibet by lateral flow (Haines et al. 2003) , and if there is a small percentage of partial melting in the crust. Even though Vp in Tibet is unusually low, Vp/Vs is variously determined as being normal or high, potentially indicative of low-degree partial melts in the crust (PASSCAL: Owens & Zandt 1997; Rodgers & Schwartz 1998; Vergne et al. 2002; IN-3: Tian et al. 2005) . Locally in the Yangbajain graben of the Lhasa terrane, large S delay times relative to P delay times also seem to require several per cent of melt averaged over the entire crustal thickness (SF-3: Hirn et al. 1995) . Eclogitization could also reduce measured crustal Vp by placing the Moho above eclogitized lower crust (Haines et al. 2003) Henry et al. 1997; Sapin & Hirn 1997) . Gravity modelling suggests that eclogitization may continue to develop within the Lhasa terrane lower crust (Cattin et al. 2001) . Eclogitization might also occur at the northern margin of Tibet where Asian lithosphere may be subducting beneath Tibet (Kind et al. 2002; Shi et al. 2004) . Mafic lower crust seems to be absent north of the Kunlun Fault (SF-4 and -6: Vergne et al. 2002) and a 'crust -mantle mix' zone with Vp ¼ 7.3 -7.8 km s 21 above a mantle velocity of 8.2 km s 21 beneath the Altyn Tagh (TQ: Zhao et al. 2006) might represent partial eclogitization. Miocene adakitic lavas -globally rare, and thought to represent melting of garnet-bearing sources, hence presumably eclogitized crust -are now known from both the southern Lhasa terrane (Chung et al. 2003) and the Songpan-Ganzi terrane . A fundamental parameter that is well-determined by seismic velocity-depth models is crustal thickness, which varies from 70-80 km in southern Tibet to 60-70 km in northern Tibet (e.g. WT: Kong et al. 1996; IN-2, -3, PASSCAL: Kind et al. 2002) . Some of the earliest controlled-source experiments in Tibet were used to infer large and abrupt Moho offsets beneath the Himalaya, IndusYarlung suture and Banggong-Nujiang sutures (SF-1, -2, -3: Hirn et al. 1984a, b) . These Moho steps were interpreted using the fan-profiling method in which there are large ambiguities between velocity and structure, and have largely been discounted by subsequent workers (Molnar 1988) Galvé et al. (2002a) interpret wide-angle refraction profile SF-6 to show that the largest crustal thickening occurs beneath the Kunlun fault, but a lack of continuous reflection data makes this argument less compelling than the data demonstrating a more abrupt Moho step further north. However, these data (Galvé et al. 2002a; Vergne et al. 2002) arguing for a gradual transition in crustal thickness across northeastern Tibet may correspond to a region of somewhat elevated T e SE of Qaidam Basin (Jordan & Watts 2005) .
Seismic attenuation: evidence for high temperatures and partial melts
Theoretical models and laboratory measurements show an increase of seismic attenuation (or decrease in its inverse, Q) with increased temperature, and particularly with the presence of partial melt. Unusually high attenuation was one of the first geophysical anomalies recognized in Tibet, both in the crust (Ruzaikin et al. 1977) and in the upper mantle of northern Tibet (Barazangi & Ni 1982; Ni & Barazangi 1983 ). More recent waveform modelling studies have refined the degree and extent of these anomalies. The region of strong Sn (upper mantle) attenuation found by Ni & Barazangi (1983) and by McNamara et al.
(1995, from PASSCAL) also corresponds with unusually strong crustal attenuation, detected by its effect on both Pnl phases (Rodgers & Schwartz 1998 , from PASSCAL) and on Lg (trapped postcritical crustal shear-wave) (Fan & Lay 2003 , from permanent broadband stations). Both Rodgers & Schwartz (1998) and Fan & Lay (2003) suggest that the high attenuation is a manifestation of widespread partial melting of the crust of northern Tibet. Regional variability in Lg (crustal) Q from 80 to 1008E across Tibet seems no larger than uncertainties in its estimation (Fan & Lay 2002) . Southern Tibet has a less attenuating mantle (Ni & Barazangi 1983; McNamara et al. 1995) and crust (Fan & Lay 2003 ) on a regional scale. The strongest attenuation (Q ¼ c. 60) yet reported from Tibet comes from Lg measurements along the INDEPTH-2 profile in the Yangbajain graben, believed from the lack of frequency dependence to be due to intrinsic attenuation and not to scattering, so presumably due to hydrothermal and magmatic fluids in the upper crust (Xie et al. 2004) . Q increases southwards to c. 100 between the Indus -Yarlung suture and the Kangmar Dome, and to c. High conductivity zones: evidence for fluids and crustal weakening Natural-source magnetotelluric (MT) studies in the Sino-French collaboration of the early 1980s demonstrated anomalously high conductivities at shallow depths north and south of the IndusYarlung suture zone, both within the Yangbajain graben and outside the Yadong -Gulu rift beneath Yamdrok Tso (Pham et al. 1986 ). The high conductivities were interpreted as magma (Pham et al. 1986 ) because of the correlation with a region of anomalously high heat flow (Francheteau et al. 1984; Jaupart et al. 1985) . A similar correlation exists between very high electrical conductivity and the inferred magmatic source of the highest heat-flow region of NW India (Harinarayana et al. 2004) . From 1995 to 2001, INDEPTH recorded c. 1600 km of broadband and long-period MT data along six profiles that together cross the entire Tibet Plateau in a corridor from 89 to 948E (Wei et al. 2001; Spratt et al. 2005) , corroborating the older results and providing much new information on the existence of fluids at depth in the crust. Two additional MT transects cross the NW Himalaya at 788E (himprobe: Gokarn et al. 2002) and the Nepal Himalaya at 858E (nf: Lemonnier et al. 1999) , the latter continuing into Tibet at the same longitude (in-800: Unsworth et al. 2005; wt: Kong et al. 1996) . Three salient features emerge from the combined data-sets: (1) generally high crustal conductance (integrated conductivity over depth; a far better resolved parameter than the absolute conductivity at any depth) across the entire Tibetan plateau (in-100, -500, -600: Wei et al. 2001; Unsworth et al. 2004) (Fig. 4) ; (2) extraordinarily high conductivity below 15 km in the Yangbajain graben, southern Lhasa terrane (in-100 and -200: Li et al. 2003) , collocated with the seismic bright spots discussed below; and (3) a remarkable continuity of conductivity structure along the entire Himalayan arc from 77 to 928E (himprobe, nf/in-800, in-100, in-700: Unsworth et al. 2005) . Wei et al. (2001) show that along the main INDEPTH transect (in-100, -500, -600), from the Himalayan crest to the Kunlun fault, crustal conductance everywhere exceeds typical values for the continents (Fig. 4) . North of the Kunlun fault, and south of the STD, conductance declines into the normal range. In the Tethyan Himalaya and southern Lhasa terrane (in-100) the highest conductivities are seen above 30 km depth, and the conductivity anomaly may be confined to the crust; in the northern Lhasa terrane, Qiangtang and SongpanGanzi terranes (in-500, -600) the highest conductivities are seen below 30 km depth. In two regions of Tibet conductance is above 10 4 S, exceeding the normal upper bound by more than an order of magnitude (Wei et al. 2001) : (1) across the Indus -Yarlung suture and in the southern Lhasa terrane (29-308N, probably associated with the seismic bright spots, and probably confined to the crust; see also Li et al. 2003) ; and (2) locally in the east-central Qiangtang terrane (in-600 but not in-500, at 33 -348N, east along strike from abundant Late Miocene and younger xenolith-bearing volcanic rocks (discussed below; Turner et al. 1996; Ding et al. 2003) , and certainly extending into the upper mantle (see also Unsworth et al. 2004 ). The only sensible explanation for the high conductance beneath Tibet is interconnected fluid along the grain boundaries of the rock (Wei et al. 2001) , either partial melt or saline aqueous fluids. Wet rocks and partially molten rocks are both far weaker than their dry counterparts (Kirby 1984; Rosenberg & Handy 2005) , thus fluid-rich crust, irrespective of the fluid type, must represent weaker areas able to accommodate deformation by crustal flow. The high observed conductance implies unusually weak crust below 30 km throughout Tibet, with the additional implication of weak upper crust in southern Tibet and weak upper mantle in northern Tibet. Li et al. (2003) provide detailed models for the Yangbajain graben region that satisfy both the high conductivity (Chen et al. 1996) and the seismic bright spots ). The MT data alone cannot distinguish between end-member models of a .10 km layer of partial melt, or a c. 1 km layer containing .10% saline fluid. The seismic constraints suggest an interpretation combining both likely causes of enhanced conductivity, with c. 200 m of c. 10% saline fluid above .10 km of c. 10% partial melt (Li et al. 2003) . Gaillard et al. (2004) experimentally confirm that hydrous granitic melts can have conductivities as high as those observed beneath the Yangbajain graben, but point out that the presence of crystallizing leucogranites demands some local accumulation of hydrous fluids upon magma solidification, while the occurrence of a large amount of fluids in the middle crust requires that molten granite be present immediately beneath levels that are rich in fluids. Thus a combination of both magmatic and aqueous fluids is required by the joint interpretation of the seismic and MT data and our understanding of the geological evolution of crust-derived melts. The high conductivity beneath the Yangbajain graben, southern Lhasa terrane, collocated with the seismic bright spots, is therefore fully consistent with the Nelson et al. (1996) model in which molten analogues of the Miocene High Himalayan leucogranites cause the anomalous conductivity and reflectivity. It is important to note that even though the highest conductivities in southern Tibet are observed in an active hydrothermal area within the Yangbajain graben, abnormal conductance extends outside the graben into unrifted crust: profile in-200 was recorded 80 km (one crustal thickness) NW and SE beyond the limits of the graben, but shows conductivities along its entire length that are anomalous by global standards (Chen et al. 1996) , as does in-500, also acquired outside the graben system (Wei et al. 2001) (Fig. 4) . In contrast, the seismic bright spots are Fig. 4 . Lithospheric electrical conductivity of Tibetan Plateau, modified after Wei et al. (2001) . Top: conductivity models for in-100, -500, -600 (see Fig. 1 ). Data gap exists at 30.58N; profiles are offset at 338N (vertical dashed line) where in-600 is 150 km east of in-500. Horizontal dashed line at 20 km depth emphasizes typically resistive upper crust except in Yangbajain graben and beneath Tethyan Himalaya. Note in-500 lies outside, and northern part of in-100 lies within, the Yangbajain graben thereby showing that high lower-crustal conductivity in the Lhasa terrane is not only related to the Neogene east-west extension. Horizontal dashed line at 70 km depth marks probable minimum Moho depth south of the Banggong-Nujiang suture to emphasize the likely resistive mantle in southern Tibet, and marks the probable maximum crustal thickness north of the Banggong -Nujiang suture and so emphasizes the likely conductive mantle of the Qiangtang terrane. Bottom: total conductance to 100 km depth. Grey-shaded region is range of typical crustal conductance, 10-1000 S and horizontal dashed line is mean Phanerozoic lower-crustal conductance of 400 S (Jones 1992). known only from within the graben, perhaps merely because seismic-reflection coverage outside the graben is as yet sparse (Haines et al. 2003; Ross et al. 2004 ): seismic surface-wave studies indicate that similar low-velocity zones exist both within and beyond the graben (discussed above: Yuan et al. 1997) .
The lack of correlation of the inferred region of partial melt with the young north-south grabens (which may be relatively superficial features, confined to the hanging wall of the STD: Cogan et al. 1998; Hurtado et al. 2001 ) is further demonstrated by the essential similarity of four widely spaced MT transects along the Himalayan arc (himprobe, nf/in-800, in-100, in-700: Unsworth et al. 2005) . This similarity strongly suggests that the remarkable conductivity of southern Tibet first recognized by Pham et al. (1986) may be extrapolated laterally over 1000 km, counter-claims (Harrison 2006 ) notwithstanding. In all four transects, high mid-crustal conductivities clearly extend south of the IndusYarlung suture into the Tethyan Himalaya, to the North Himalayan gneiss domes (including Kangmar dome in the east, Tso Morari complex in the west: Fig. 1 ). The top of the conductivity anomaly appears to shallow to the south, and in the best-resolved eastern transects the anomalous region also thins to the south. This clear geometric pattern is explicitly interpreted by Unsworth et al. (2005) as the signature of a southward-directed channel flow; they show that reasonable assumptions about the degree of partial melt required to produce the observed conductivity result in strength reduction by a factor of about four.
Whereas the highest conductivities in southern Tibet are most reasonably explained by brines in conjunction with magma, in northern Tibet it has previously been suggested that brines do not play a significant role (Wei et al. 2001; Unsworth et al. 2004) . The xenoliths that are our best record of the lower crust in the Qiangtang terrane had anhydrous mineral assemblages resistant to widespread crustal melting at the time of eruption, 3 million years ago (Hacker et al. 2000) . Thus either brines or melts in the lower crust are likely to be derived from below, and any saline fluids have probably infiltrated the crust since 3 Ma. Irrespective of the availability of brine or melt, fluids must form a physically interconnected network to be conductive, requiring a fluid -mineral dihedral angle ,608 for (348N, 848E) , and the fit to the observed dispersion curves using the 8% radial anisotropy in the middle crust shown on the right. Depth scale is identical in (b) and (c).
typically low lithospheric fluid contents. Despite previous statements that aqueous fluids will not connect to form conductive pathways at the depths of the northern Tibet conductors (Wei et al. 2001) , the unusual thickness of Tibetan crust (!60 km) means that the pressure dependence of dihedral angle must be considered. Though water forms dihedral angles .608 with typical crustal and mantle minerals in the lower crust and uppermost mantle of normal lithospheres (crust c. 40 km thick), at pressure (p) .1 GPa and temperature (T) .8008C the dihedral angle is ,608 for water in plagioclase (Yoshino et al. 2002) and quartz (Holness 1993) aggregates, and for water in olivine at p .1.5 GPa and T .10008C (Mibe et al. 1999) . These are pT conditions presumably relevant to northern Tibet. Melts are also likely to form interconnected conductive pathways in the upper mantle, as dihedral angles for melt with olivine are low (Waff & Bulau 1979 ). The situation is less clear in the lower crust, as measured melt-pyroxene dihedral angles (Toramaru & Fujii 1986 ) and water-pyroxene dihedral angles (Watson & Lupulescu 1993) are .608. Thus the high observed conductivities imply fluids are present throughout the lower crust/uppermost mantle of northern Tibet, but do not necessarily require partial melt.
Seismic anisotropy: evidence for past or present strain of mantle and crust
In contrast to low seismic velocities and high electrical conductivities that show modern crustal weakness without demonstrating active deformation, the presence of seismic anisotropy requires flow (or possibly only recrystallization while under a non-uniform stress system) but cannot demonstrate that the flow is ongoing as opposed to a fossil record. In Tibet, anisotropy models have been presented at three scales: (1) plateau-wide observations of crustal anisotropy from surface waves (Shapiro et al. 2004) ; (2) The most ubiquitous measurements of anisotropy are those of split SKS and related teleseismic phases recorded at individual stations, most routinely presented in terms of a single delay time and orientation (e.g. Silver 1996) . Such anisotropy is frequently interpreted as arising in the lithospheric mantle, because abundant olivine in the mantle allows easy creation of strain-induced lattice preferred orientation, hence significant velocity anisotropy. Most interpretations assume a single anisotropic layer, and cannot resolve delay times 0.5 s due to the long dominant periods (. . This splitting pattern beneath northern Tibet has been interpreted as representing either asthenospheric flow enabling eastward extrusion of rigid blocks of Tibetan lithosphere (Lavé et al. 1996) or finite strain in Tibetan lithospheric mantle (Davis et al. 1997) deforming by north-south shortening or east -west extension. Hirn et al. (1995; profile SF-3) argued that the same splitting orientation was present throughout the Lhasa terrane, albeit with smaller split times.
A remarkable observation from the densely instrumented INDEPTH-3 transect is that the transition from negligible to significant splitting occurs over a distance of only 15 km across the Jiali fault, 40 km south of the Banggong-Nujiang suture, requiring that crustal anisotropy is at least locally substantial and distinct between the adjacent stations (IN-3: Huang et al. 2000) (Fig. 5a ). Where observed splitting parameters are more spatially coherent, further north and south along the INDEPTH-3 transect, it is harder to demonstrate the depth of anisotropy, but arguments based on seismic resolution (the Fresnel zone), suggest the anisotropy largely resides in the lower crust and upper mantle . The crustal component of Tibetan anisotropy has been further elucidated by anisotropic receiver-function analysis that suggests dipping and horizontal Vp and Vs anisotropy in multiple layers 2 -25 km thick, that may be coherent across a few tens of kilometres (Ozacar & Zandt 2004) but are far harder to correlate across inter-station distances .100 km (Sherrington et al. 2004) . Although individual interpretations are non-unique (significantly different structures were interpreted beneath the same station by Frederiksen et al. (2003) , Vergne et al. (2003) , and Sherrington et al. (2004) ), it seems clear that there is considerable and complex anisotropy in the crust. In part these complex anisotropies must represent a time-integrated strain history: anisotropic layers in the brittle upper crust cannot be ductilely deforming at present, so their anisotropy may represent either open cracks or old metamorphic fabrics, whereas complex patterns of mid-and lower-crustal anisotropy may represent active deformation superimposed on older strain fabrics (PASSCAL: Sherrington et al. 2004) (Fig. 5b) . The clearest relationship yet seen between active deformation and anisotropy is the observation of a layer with 20% anisotropy aligned in the direction of plate motion at the décol-lement between subducting India and the Lesser Himalaya (HIMNT: Schulte-Pelkum et al. 2005) , and this study shows the clear potential for very dense passive seismometer arrays to detect anisotropic flow channels elsewhere in Tibet, though caution is always required to discriminate the effects of dipping layers from those of anisotropy.
The large-scale behaviour of the crust may be better captured by plateau-wide inversions of surface wave anisotropy. Shapiro et al. (2004) averaged surface waves propagating through Tibetan crust on a 18 grid and showed that seismic velocity in the vertical direction (Rayleigh mode) is slower than in the horizontal direction (Love mode) (note this study did not resolve azimuthal variations in the horizontal wave-speed) (Fig. 5c ). This observation is most simply interpreted as due to near-horizontal reorientation of anisotropic minerals -principally micas -during thinning of the anisotropic layer, because pure-shear thickening tends to produce the opposite sense anisotropy to that observed. Depending on the assumed thickness of the anisotropic layer, a vertical flattening strain of 20% (if the entire middle and lower crust below 20 km depth is deforming) to 40% (if only a 25-km-thick middle crust deforms) is required to produce the observed radial anisotropy in a rock containing 30% mica (Shapiro et al. 2004) . (Note that such thinning may be less than the flux of Indian crust into/beneath Tibet, so may not imply net crustal thinning; cf. Kapp & Guynn 2004.) Few rocks contain as much as 30% mica, and less micaceous rocks would require larger strains to develop the same anisotropy. Although this observed anisotropy could in principle represent effects of deformation before the Himalayan collision and/or younger events, it is clearly present beneath both the Lhasa and Qiangtang terranes, and arguably also beneath the Tethyan Himalaya and Songpan-Ganzi terrane (Shapiro et al. 2004) . As with the reflective layering of the lower crust observed both north and south of the Banggong-Nujiang suture (discussed below) (IN-3: Ross et al. 2004) , the simplest interpretation is that both the radial anisotropy and the crustal reflectivity represent an ongoing flattening flow in a 25-50 km thick mid-to-lower crust.
Seismic reflectivity: evidence for fluids and flow
INDEPTH has recorded c. 350 km of multifold seismic reflection data (Fig. 1) that were used to interpret the structural development of the Himalayan thrust belt (IN-1: Zhao et al. 1993; IN-2: Hauck et al. 1998) , the Indus -Yarlung suture zone (IN-2: ) and the southern Lhasa terrane (IN-2: Alsdorf et al. 1998a) . Observations particularly germane to crustal rheology are unusually high-amplitude reflections ('bright spots') that may represent magmatic or aqueous ) fluids, and analyses of crustal reflectivity (Ross et al. 2004) (Fig. 6) .
The bright-spot observations on the INDEPTH-2 profiles, restricted by lack of data elsewhere to the Yangbajain graben and geothermal province of the southern Lhasa terrane, are: (1) unusually strong amplitudes recorded from a depth of c. 15 km below the surface, which require unusual lithologies or fluids, possibly in layers thinner than the seismic wavelength (c. 10 2 m) that act to enhance the amplitudes (Fig. 6a) ; (2) strong P-to-S-wave seismic conversions at these reflectors, which require the presence of fluids ; (3) a variation of amplitude with incidence angle of these reflections that seems to indicate a fluid that is dominantly aqueous in .15% porosity , though this last measurement is one with large uncertainties. Incontrovertibly, the crust below the Yangbajain graben contains magma and/or free aqueous fluids. If magma is present, the temperature must exceed the minimum granitic melt temperature at 15 km depth (c. 6508C: e.g. Thompson & Connolly 1995) given the large percentage volume of melt indicated, unless we have fortuitously imaged very recent intrusions prior to their cooling and freezing. If instead the crust contains aqueous fluid, it does so in volumes too large to be easily maintained over geological time periods without replenishment (Bailey 1990; Warner 1990 ), thereby implying a fluid source at depth, possibly subducting India. Even small percentages of free water in the crust are likely to trigger partial melting at temperatures above the minimum melt of granite. Whether water or melt is present, the crust is likely to be weakened. These bright spots were interpreted by Nelson et al. (1996) and Wu et al. (1998) as melts of Indian and Asian crust that will in the future be exposed at the surface in a return channel flow as Pronounced 'lower-crustal' reflectivity seen elsewhere on Earth is commonly thought to result from tectonically imposed layering, including shear zones (e.g. Green et al. 1990 ) and/or multiple horizontal planar mafic intrusions ('sills') (e.g. Warner 1990 ). The characteristic reflectivity is bounded below by the Moho, and in many tectonically active locations dies out upwards at about the brittle -ductile transition (e.g. Klemperer 1987; Holbrook et al. 1991) . Ross et al. (2004) show that in the northern Lhasa and southern Qiangtang terranes (IN-3, Fig. 1 ), strongly reflective crust exists from 25 km to the Moho at c. 65 km depth (Fig. 6a & c) . Beneath the Yangbajain graben no lower-crustal reflectivity is observed (except on the northernmost profile); however, amplitude analysis of these data shows that reflected energy is a factor of three to ten below comparable values for INDEPTH-III, consistent with a hypothesis that the observed high reflectivity of the bright spots, and observed high attenuation of the upper crust (Xie et al. 2004 ) due to hydrothermal activity there, prevents observations of a lower crust that is in fact reflective (Ross et al. 2004) . The lack of high velocities in most of the crust (IN-2: Kola-Ojo & Meissner 2001 , IN-3: Zhao et al. 2001 ) is an argument against widespread mafic intrusions as an explanation of the observed reflectivity, and there is no obvious magmatic event recorded at the surface in either the Qiangtang or the Lhasa terrane to which mafic intrusions may be linked. The most plausible interpretation is that the reflective zone represents a region of active ductile deformation and flattening foliation, such as would be produced in a region undergoing extensional flow, or having undergone such flow as the most recent tectonothermal event (Ross et al. 2004 ). This reflective zone demonstrably occupies the entire middle and lower crust in the Qiangtang and northern Lhasa terranes in the few locations where profiling has been undertaken; it may occupy the entire middle and lower crust in the southern Lhasa terrane, though obscured by shallow attenuating bodies; and it is demonstrably limited to the upper crust in the Tethyan Himalaya (Ross et al. 2004) . Reflectivity is particularly pronounced below the STD and above the MHT, even south of the North Himalayan gneiss domes (Fig. 6b) (IN-1: Makovsky et al. 1996) , hence south of MT or geothermal evidence for young intrusive activity. Cooled felsic intrusions would not produce substantial reflectivity within the GHS, and the moderate seismic velocity within the reflective zone ,6.2 km s 21 (Makovsky et al. 1996) precludes a large number of mafic intrusions, so the reflectivity seems most likely to represent older flow-related flattening structures.
Some indirect temperature estimates
Direct measurements of crustal heat flow and inference of high lower-crustal temperature are corroborated by a variety of less direct approaches. Alsdorf & Nelson (1999) model the pronounced satellite magnetic low observed over Tibet as indicating that the Curie isotherm (c. 5508C) resides in the upper crust (c. 15 km depth) across the entire plateau. Mechie et al. (2004) believe they can identify the a 2 b quartz transition as a seismic reflector along the INDEPTH-3 transect, thereby constraining the temperature to be 7008C at 18 km depth in the southern Qiangtang terrane, and 8008C at 32 km depth in the northern Lhasa terrane. Hacker et al. (2000) describe xenoliths from the Qiangtang terrane that equilibrated at !800 -9008C at depths of 30 -50 km before reacting with magma at 13008C in the lower crust and entrainment in a 3 Ma eruption. Initial estimates of uppermost mantle temperature from Pn tomography were 840 -11708C, lower beneath the Lhasa terrane, higher beneath the Qiangtang . However, the lateral temperature difference is much better determined than the absolute temperatures. Uncertainties in experimental elastic and anelastic parameters and in seismic velocities do not allow absolute constraints from seismic velocities any tighter than +1508C (Goes & van der , and the Pn velocities are also consistent with temperatures in the seismogenic upper mantle beneath the Lhasa terrane of ,7508C, and upper mantle beneath the northern plateau in the range 950 -11008C (Ruppel & McNamara 1997) . Although the abundant Late Miocene to Recent potassic volcanics of northern Tibet have been interpreted as representing high temperature (c. 11008C) melting of the subcontinental mantle, this temperature was probably not attained above c. 125 km depth, well below the Moho (Turner et al. 1996) . Miocene (but none yet younger than 8 Ma) potassic volcanics are also known from southern Tibet , representing lower degrees of partial melt (Williams et al. 2004) , therefore presumably lower melting temperatures than in northern Tibet, and are coupled with calc-alkaline adakites of the same age range that may represent partial melts of an eclogitic lower crust (Chung et al. 2003) . The youngest igneous rocks in southern Tibet (away from the syntaxes) are c. 7 Ma leucogranites and though these only indicate relatively shallow (600 -800 MPa), relatively low-temperature (750 -8008C) melting (Patino Douce & Harris 1998), the time for conductive cooling of material at c. 20 km depth is .10 Ma (e.g. Lachenbruch & Sass 1977) so that the south Tibetan mid-crust cannot be substantially cooler now than it was during melt formation at 7 Ma.
Finally one may mention temperature estimates based on two-dimensional finite-element methods, that seek to model effects of the geometry of India underthrusting from the south and frictional heating on faults; convergence rates and erosion rates at the southern margin of Tibet; radiogenic heat production in the crust, and mantle heat flow, etc., either in steady-state kinematic models (Henry et al. 1997; Huerta et al. 1998) or in coupled thermal -mechanical models Jamieson et al. 2004 ). These models are of most value in southern Tibet where constrained by geometries indicated by the INDEPTH and other seismic transects. The Henry et al. (1997) model predicts crustal temperatures south of the Indus-Yarlung suture, where they suggest that temperatures of 550-8508C may be attained in the core of the orogenic wedge, just above the MHT at c. 40 km depth, with lower temperatures of 500 -6008C at the base of the crust at c. 80 km depth. Approximately doubling the mantle heat flow can increase these temperatures to 9508C and 7508C, respectively. An extension of this model into the Lhasa terrane (Cattin et al. 2001) gives Moho temperatures of c. 550-7008C. Beaumont et al. (2004) predict higher maximum crustal temperatures of 9008C and 8008C at the same locations, and suggest that Moho temperatures increase to about 9008C in the Lhasa terrane and 10008C beneath the Qiangtang. Although predicted temperatures vary considerably with assumptions about poorly constrained parameters (e.g. radiogenic heat production and mantle heat flow), sensible parameter choices yield temperatures consistent with the geological and geophysical observations above.
Physical properties inferred from geophysical observations
Inferred vertical strength profiles
In southern Tibet, the observation of sub-Moho earthquakes ) implies the crust is weaker than deeper layers. Even if the earthquakes at 80 -90 km are above the Moho (Jackson 2003; Mitra et al. 2005) or in eclogitized crust now below the Moho as possibly recognized seismically (Sapin & Hirn 1997) or by the adakitic products of their melting (Chung et al. 2003) , the relative absence of seismicity from c. 20 to 70 km demonstrates a broad channel in which deformation is accommodated by ductile, not brittle processes (Fig. 7a) . This crust has lower-than-normal P-wave velocities (Hirn et al. 1984a; Owens & Zandt 1997; Rodgers & Schwartz 1998; Haines et al. 2003) , lower-thannormal S-wave velocities (Cotte et al. 1999; Rapine et al. 2003) , an intra-crustal S-wave low-velocity zone (Kind et al. 1996) , and seismic reflectivity ) and electromagnetic conductivity (Li et al. 2003) indicative of fluids, all suggesting that the crust is unusually weak. This weakness is consistent also with the high conductive heat flow (Shanker et al. 1976; Francheteau et al. 1984) , vigorous geothermal activity (Hochstein & Regenauer-Lieb 1998) and short-wavelength flexural topography (Masek et al. 1994 ) of southern Tibet. Evidence that magmatic intrusion (Gupta et al. 1983; Jaupart et al. 1985) and maximum concentrations of fluids are in the upper crust, and that the intra-crustal low-velocity zone may not extend to the lower crust (Kind et al. 1996 ; but see also Cotte et al. 1999) suggest that the low-strength channel may be localized in the middle crust and may not include the lower-crust (Figs 3 & 7a) .
This region with a strength minimum in the middle crust includes the Tethyan Himalaya at least as far south as the North Himalayan gneiss domes, based on the conductivity anomalies (Unsworth et al. 2005) and measurements of high heat flow (Gupta et al. 1983; Francheteau et al. 1984) . A dramatically weaker mid-crust does not extend significantly further south based on the disappearance of the highest conductivities and heat flow, the rapid decrease in seismic attenuation (Xie et al. 2004) , and the southward decrease in crustal temperatures required by any reasonable thermal model (Henry et al. 1997; Huerta et al. 1998) . The crustal weak zone presumably includes much of the Lhasa terrane, extending to the northern edge of colder south-Tibetan mantle that is crudely placed beneath the Banggong -Nujiang suture by Pn and Sn velocity tomography (McNamara et al. 1995 Tilmann et al. 2003) . A better resolved measure of the change in mantle properties may be the clear change in mantle anisotropy at the Jiali fault system , which has recently been suggested to reach through the crust to the Moho based on receiverfunction imaging (Galvé et al. 2002b ) and crustal refraction data (Zhang & Klemperer 2005) . A plausible suggestion is that this boundary represents the northern limit of Indian cratonic mantle in contact with the Moho (Beghoul et al. 1993; Jin et al. 1996; Tilmann et al. 2003) , either the leading edge of Indian lithosphere, or its northernmost extent before it bends sharply down to the north. It is possible that a thin zone of warmer Asian mantle still overlies the Indian lithosphere (from c. 308N, the 'mantle suture' of Jin et al. (1996) to c. 328N, their 'mantle front'), as indicated by mantle-derived helium emissions in this region (Hoke et al. 2000) . The presence of a thin zone of warm Asian mantle above cold Indian mantle would not remove the strength minimum, though could potentially lead to a more complex strength profile in which uppermost (Asian) mantle forms part of the weak zone (Fig. 7b) .
In northern Tibet the situation is less clear-cut. There is overwhelming evidence that the crust is unusually weak by global standards because it is thick (Owens & Zandt 1997; Vergne et al. 2002) , low-velocity (Rodgers & Schwartz 1998; Rapine et al. 2003) , seismically attenuating (Rodgers & Schwartz 1998; Fan & Lay 2003) , hot (Hacker et al. 2000; Mechie et al. 2004) , and contains a few per cent of fluids (Unsworth et al. 2004) . However, the upper mantle of northern Tibet is also low-velocity after appropriate temperature correction (Rodgers & Schwartz 1998) , is also seismically attenuating (Ni & Barazangi 1983; McNamara et al. 1995) , and probably also contains fluids (Unsworth et al. 2004) at least east of c. 858E (Barazangi & Ni 1982; Dricker & Roecker 2002 ) (at present we lack detailed observations of the Qiangtang mantle from broadband seismic deployments at 82 -888E: Fig. 1 ). Some have argued for removal of the entire lithospheric mantle of northern Tibet and its replacement by asthenospheric material (Molnar et al. 1993; Willett & Beaumont 1994) , perhaps due to subduction of Indian and Asian lithospheres (Kosarev et al. 1999; Kind et al. 2002; Shi et al. 2004 ) which would limit the region of upwelled asthenosphere to south and north respectively. However, recent estimates of depth to the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary strongly suggest that .100 km lithospheric mantle is present everywhere beneath Tibet (Priestley & McKenzie 2006) , albeit somewhat thinner beneath the Qiangtang than beneath the Lhasa terrane (Kumar et al. 2006) .
The clear anisotropy observed in both crust (Shapiro et al. 2004; Sherrington et al. 2004 ) and mantle (McNamara et al. 1994; Huang et al. 2000) suggests both layers are deforming at the present by distributed strain. It is therefore not certain whether the mantle is weaker than the crust, or vice versa (Fig. 7c) . The clear lowercrustal and Moho conversions on receiver functions across northern Tibet (Owens & Zandt 1997; Vergne et al. 2002 ) demonstrate a significant impedance increase at the top of the mafic lower crust and mantle, requiring rapid changes in lithology. If temperatures are in conductive equilibrium at the Moho, and fluids are present both above and below the Moho (Unsworth et al. 2004) , then it seems most likely that there are increases in strength with depth at the top of a mafic lower crust and at the Moho, irrespective of whether the middle-lower crust or upper mantle possesses the larger total strength (Fig. 7c) .
Inferred vertical velocity profiles
In southern Tibet, the surface is moving approximately NNE with respect to stable Eurasia . The lower lithosphere must have the same sense of motion, because the Indian plate is underthrusting Tibet at the Himalayan front, and converging with Eurasia in the same direction at the same or higher speed as GPS stations located in and north of the Tethyan Himalaya . Similar focal mechanisms in the south Tibetan upper crust and upper mantle are consistent with identical kinematics at these different depths, whether or not they are decoupled by the relatively aseismic middle and lower crust. However, erosion is continuously removing significant amounts of material from the Himalaya (Johnson 1994; Galy & France-Lanord 2001) , in a discontinuous manner highly focused at the topographic front (Wobus et al. 2003) . Presuming the mountain front is not rapidly migrating northwards due to erosional retreat (Avouac 2003) , the eroded material must be continuously replenished by some form of deformation, whether channel flow (Grujic et al. 2002; Searle & Szulc 2005) or thrust wedging (Grasemann & Vannay 1999) , thereby advecting material southwards from Tibet to the Himalayan front Beaumont et al. 2004) . Hence for at least southernmost Tibet there should be a reduced northward velocity (with respect to stable Eurasia) in the middle crust with respect to the upper crust and the upper mantle (Fig. 8) . This is by definition a channel flow. The flow may be largely of Poiseuille form, driven outwards from the plateau by gravitational potential energy, but presumably also experiences a northward basal drag due to underthrusting of India (a Couette-type component - Fig. 2b ) . It is at least plausible that this southward-directed flow (with respect to superjacent and subjacent layers) extends with diminishing vigour as far north as the inferred Indian mantle front at about the position of the Jiali fault.
North of the Jiali fault, the eastward velocity of Tibetan crust from GPS measurements reaches as much as 50% of the total convergence between India and Asia in the eastern part of the plateau Zhang et al. 2004) (no data are available for the western Qiangtang). The continuity of the strain field over hundreds of kilometres as measured on tens of stations in single transects shows that this eastward motion is not that of a relatively undeforming block bounded by rapidly moving strike-slip faults, as suggested by past extrusion models (Tapponnier et al. 1982 (Tapponnier et al. , 2001 ), but instead is driven by more-distributed east -west extension in response to the north -south convergence across Tibet. Clearly northern Tibet is deforming in an essentially continuous manner, and the lower crust and upper mantle must both be deforming by flow because they are weak (Fig. 8) . Strong anisotropy in both the crust (Shapiro et al. 2004) and mantle (McNamara et al. 1994; Huang et al. 2000) reflect this modern strain field. The correlation of the surface strain field (from GPS) with the mantle strain field (from SKS splitting) could simply result if the crust and mantle lithosphere are under similar boundary conditions (Holt 2000) ; all levels in the lithosphere may be flowing in the same direction, but with different velocities and strain rates. Tikoff et al. (2004) have argued that global evidence for compatible upper-crustal and upper-mantle deformation implies at least partial mechanical coupling between these layers; they suggest that bottom-driven systems must be the general rule in orogens since tectonic movements ultimately result from deep-mantle processes. If applied to northern Tibet this argument would seem to ignore the profound weakness of the lower lithosphere that can hardly drive deformation in the strong upper crust. Flesch et al. (2005) provide a stronger argument for crust -mantle coupling in Tibet: they use dynamic modelling of Eurasian deformation to show that plate-tectonic boundary conditions and topographically induced body forces are roughly equal; but because the body forces are applied to the crust, they can only contribute to mantle deformation if crust -mantle coupling is strong. Flesch et al. (2005) go on to argue that the vertically coherent deformation implied by equivalence of GPS-and SKS-derived strain fields implies that mantle deformation in Tibet is driven by uppercrustal dynamics through a strong crust -mantle coupling that is 'incompatible with the "jellysandwich" rheology' and 'precludes large-scale lower crustal flow or mantle delamination' as described by Willett & Beaumont (1994) , Clark & Royden (2000) and Beaumont et al. (2004) . This seems too strong a conclusion and ignores the likelihood that the middle crust is the weakest part of the lithosphere throughout much of Tibet (Fig. 7b  & c) . Comparison of Rayleigh and Love wave velocities implies a strong flattening anisotropy throughout Tibet that has apparently thinned the middle crust more than the upper crust (Shapiro et al. 2004) , while seismic-velocity measurements (above) suggest there is at least some strength increase from the low-velocity middle to the higher-velocity lower crust, and from the mafic lower crust to the mantle. The probable strength increases at depth in the lithosphere, and the likelihood that the observed anisotropy represents active deformation, point to a channel flow with a Couette-type component driven by the strong upper crust, in addition to the Poiseuille flow predicted by Clark & Royden (2000) . There could even be total decoupling of the upper crust and upper mantle by a very weak mid-crustal layer (Royden et al. 1997; Shen et al. 2001) , with the strong upper crust deforming under the influence of both lateral boundary forces and body forces, and the stronger upper mantle deforming under the influence of lateral boundary forces and basal drag.
The northern boundary of this proposed flow regime in northern Tibet with mixed PoiseuilleCouette characteristics is presumably the KarakaxAltyn Tagh-Qaidam border fault, which marks an abrupt change into thinner crust (Zhu & Helmberger 1998; Kao et al. 2001; Vergne et al. 2002; Wittlinger et al. 2004 ) overlying a seismically faster, colder and stronger mantle (Wittlinger et al. 1998; Zhao et al. 2006) . In mirror image of the Himalayan thrust front, the older, colder Tarim and Qaidam lithosphere is underthrusting southwards beneath Tibet along these faults (e.g. Kao et al. 2001; Kind et al. 2002) but the low erosion rates at the northern margin of Tibet prevent the emergence there of a channel flow similar to that at the Himalayan front (Willett 1999) .
The least studied area of Tibet is the west-central Qiangtang terrane (Fig. 1) . If lower-crustal material cannot escape northward across the Karakax -Altyn Tagh fault, either no channel flow is occurring here or, I speculate, flow is generally out to the east to replenish material and provide continuity of the flow interpreted beneath the eastern Qiangtang (Fig. 8) . The western Qiangtang has the strongest crustal radial anisotropy of any part of Tibet in the interpretation of Shapiro et al. (2004) , and the nearest SKS splitting measurements (that combine crustal and mantle anisotropy) at 808E and 888E are generally oriented NE to east, consistent with a uniform flow pattern across the Qiangtang terrane. The western limit of this northern Tibetan flow regime (Fig. 8) is unknown. However, high crustal attenuation consistent with at least some partial melt extending west beyond 808E (Fan & Lay 2002) coupled with possibly higher mantle velocities beneath northwestern Tibet (Dricker & Roecker 2002; but see also McNamara et al. 1997 ) indicate a pronounced low-strength channel in the midlower crust at least to 808E. Hence mid-lower crustal flow may also be active in far western Tibet where north-south narrowing of the orogen is suggestive of the need for larger magnitudes of extrusion and crustal escape than further east, and where the highest average elevations on the plateau offer additional driving forces.
Evaluation of existing channel-flow models: southern Tibet
For the Himalaya and southern Tibet the geophysical observations and the implied rheological properties suggest flow is presently occurring in the inevitable strength minimum in the mid-to-lower crust, and is likely south-directed to compensate for orographic exhumation (Fig. 8) . This is presumably not the precise model of Nelson et al. (1996) or of Beaumont et al. (2004) , since newer data cast doubt on some aspects of these models, encouraging their further refinement. For example Nelson et al. (1996) predicted that the protolith for the channel material north of the Indus -Yarlung suture would be Asian (Lhasa block) crust, because the magmas inferred from seismic bright spots at 15 km depth in the Yangbajain graben are within Asian crust in all reasonable interpretations of INDEPTH reflection data (IN-2: Alsdorf et al. 1988a; . However, a decade of new isotopic data makes it clear that GHS rocks exposed between the MCT and STD have Indian, not Asian affinity (e.g. Myrow et al. 2003; Harrison 2006) . Either sufficiently northern parts of the channel are not yet returned to the surface or, ironically, the seismic bright spots that were a significant original motivation for the Nelson et al. (1996) model of channel flow do not participate in the exhumed channel. This need not preclude a conceptually similar channel flow at greater depth: in the Beaumont et al. (2004) and Jamieson et al. (2004) model the return channel flow is confined beneath the Indus -Yarlung suture which is modelled to extend at mid-crustal levels for .200 km north of the surface position of the suture. Even newer data show that Miocene (21-8 Ma) granitoids uplifted from 12 to 15 km depth in the Nyainqentanghla Range, immediately NW of the Yangbajain graben (Fig. 1) , lack the Indian isotopic component (Kapp et al. 2005; Harrison 2006 ) that might be expected from a deeper, partially molten Indian crust; and some 11.5 Ma dykes south of the Indus -Yarlung suture zone show the same isotopic characteristics, i.e. represent Asian-affinity material south of the suture (King et al. 2005) . Though these isotopic measurements argue against one specific formulation of the channel-flow model, they are additional evidence for crustal flow, as they require a crustal magmatic system in the Lhasa terrane throughout the Miocene (hot hence weak crust: D'Andrea et al. 2001; Kapp et al. 2005) and require southward transport of Asian material beneath the surface suture (lateral displacement with respect to upper crust: King et al. 2005) These new isotopic data might be satisfied by a geological history in which the Indian mantle suture did not reach north of the Nyainqentanghla Range until after 8 Ma (after the youngest magmas intruded; D' Andrea et al. 2001) , and by a channel-flow model incorporating spatially variable material properties , thereby allowing more complex flow geometries and the potential for mixing of material north and south of the Indus-Yarlung suture.
Most measurements, geological or geophysical, do not adequately discriminate between different competing models in southern Tibet. For example, shallowing thermal (Jaupart et al. 1985) and conductivity anomalies at the latitude of the North Himalayan gneiss domes match predictions of channel flow in Beaumont et al. (2004) , but do not require it: they could be ascribed to gneiss diapirism (Lee et al. 2004) triggered by an underthrust ramp or overburden extension whether or not a flow channel is present at depth. The concentration of seismic reflectivity above the Main Himalayan Thrust and below the STD ( Fig. 6b ; Makovsky et al. 1996; Ross et al. 2004 ) also matches a prediction of the Beaumont model, but could equally be explained as deformation within an extruding thrust wedge or a conventional ductile thrust duplex. Similarly, ductile shear strain and out-of-sequence thrusting that have been considered diagnostic of channel-flow models are equally compatible with conventional thrust behaviour (e.g. Robinson & Pearson 2006) . However, the large-scale fold-and-thrust-belt geometry of the Himalaya, and the coherent rightside-up stratigraphic succession of the Greater and Lesser Himalayan Sequences (e.g. Harrison 2006; Robinson & Pearson 2006) seem inconsistent with the wholesale mixing during channel flow shown by current numerical realizations of channel-flow models Jamieson et al. 2004) in which apparent stratigraphy does not always represent original relationships .
Most flow models are created a posteriori to explain existing data, and will continue to be revised to better fit newer data. Nonetheless, one can conceive measurements that might discriminate between some specific models. Continuing coeval motion of the MCT and STD is a requirement of the Nelson et al. (1996) and Beaumont et al. (2004) channel-flow models, and also of the extruding wedge concept (Burchfiel & Royden 1985) , but is not required by conventional thrust belt behaviour. It is debated whether the STD and MCT are presently inactive (Searle & Szulc 2005) or are still active today and hence capable of acting as boundaries of a modern channel flow, ductile at depth but exhumed at the surface by brittle processes. High-resolution seismic reflection data could track the MCT and STD to depth: the extruding wedge hypothesis suggests these two structures should meet at depth but channel-flow models predict that they do not, so that a clear image of the STD merging with the MCT at depth would refute channel flow at that location. Thus far, INDEPTH reflection data suggest a reasonable uniformity of thickness of the 'channel' between the STD and MHT for 100 km from surface outcrop of the STD to the North Himalayan gneiss domes (Kangmar Dome, Fig. 1) (IN-1: Hauck et al. 1998) , albeit in an area of substantial along-strike structural complexity ), but do not unequivocally image both the STD and MHT beneath or north of the Indus -Yarlung suture (IN-2: Alsdorf et al. 1998a; Cogan et al. 1998; . Channel-flow models require pervasive deformation, hence strong seismic anisotropy, within the channel, whereas the thrust-duplex model permits passive underthrusting of relatively undeformed slices though it is also consistent with ductile flow and transposition of rocks between the STD and MCT. Thus while falsification of the hypothesis of modern channel flow in southern Tibet seems clearly possible (though certainly not yet accomplished), clear proof seems more difficult. Perhaps the closest to a demonstration that is likely to be achieved in the foreseeable future, of a channel flow following the intellectual construct if not the precise details of Nelson et al. (1996) , would be the observation of strong anisotropy between and parallel to STD and MCT reflections that continue from outcrop north beyond the Indus -Yarlung suture.
Evaluation of existing channel-flow models: northern and eastern Tibet
For northern and eastern Tibet, the most explicit channel-flow models yet proposed are the pure Poiseuille 2D model of Clark & Royden (2000) and the 3D Newtonian viscous model of Shen et al. (2001) that predicts a Poiseuille-dominated flow. The Clark & Royden model is a simple 2D model that provides an excellent fit to the only data it seeks to match, the low-gradient topographic slope at the NE and SE plateau margins, but suggests unrealistically low viscosities. The Shen et al. (2001) model specifies a simple Newtonian viscous rheology that is horizontally homogeneous in the crust, but incorporates a weak zone within the deep crust of the plateau above a much stronger mantle. Because no equivalent to the Greater Himalayan Sequence crops out on the eastern margin of Tibet, there is no equivalently detailed geohistory to be matched by more complex models. The style of flow in these two models is certainly consistent with that inferred from the mid-crustal radial anisotropy measured from surface waves (Shapiro et al. 2004) . Given the large body of evidence for the extreme weakness of the middle and lower crust and upper mantle north of the Banggong -Nujiang suture, the greater part of the strength of the lithosphere surely resides in the upper crust. The upper crust is deforming in a nearly continuous strain field (at least when measured at scales of c. 100 km; Zhang et al. 2004) , and this eastward expulsion of Tibetan upper crust between India and Tarim/Qaidam suggests an additional top-driven Couette component to the mid-lower crustal flow. Conversely, the surface velocity field is far more continuous than the midcrustal flow directions inferred by Clark & Royden (2000) from the topographic slopes of the eastern margin of Tibet (NE-directed north of the Sichuan Basin and SE-directed to the south with no or low flow predicted eastwards beneath the Sichuan Basin; Fig. 8 ), implying at least some decoupling of flow at different depths in the lithosphere. Rather than the upper crust completely driving upper-mantle deformation (Flesch et al. 2005) , to some extent the upper mantle may be deforming independently, though fortuitously in a seemingly vertically coherent fashion because of the imposition of near-identical boundary conditions (Holt 2000) .
Summary
The now extensive geophysical measurements in Tibet, catalogued above, imply temperatures and rheologies that require crustal flow. Crustal seismic velocities are so low and crustal attenuation so high that Tibetan crust is surely fluid-rich, a conclusion also demanded by the MT data. Great crustal thickness requires temperatures above the pelitic wet solidus even in areas of low heat flow, as is also suggested for Tibet by recent magmatic activity, so that many of these crustal fluids are likely to be partial melts. These fluids weaken the middle and lower crust as shown by the low elastic thickness, low topographic relief and shallow cut-off to crustal seismicity on the Tibetan Plateau. These geophysical measurements represent actual conditions; hence Tibetan crust today is hot, fluid-rich and weak. Though strong crustal anisotropy and reflectivity do not require active deformation, most plausibly they are diagnostic of ongoing flow in today's weak crust.
My assessment of specific modes of crustal flow should be considered more tenuous and likely to be changed in significant ways by future modelling and data acquisition. Nonetheless, Indian underthrusting in southern Tibet is most consistent with a south-directed flow of the middle crust with respect to both the Tibetan upper crust and Indian lower crust/upper mantle -conceptually a Poiseuille-type flow. No geophysical evidence requires the very explicit formulation of the channel-flow model by Beaumont et al. (2004) and Jamieson et al. (2004) for southern Tibet, but all the geophysical data are consistent with it -inevitably, since the model was designed a posteriori to fit the observations. Some geological data (Robinson & Pearson 2006; Harrison 2006 ) disagree with specific predictions of the preferred Beaumont et al. (2004) model, but it seems probable that the model could be tuned further to match these observations also. In northern and eastern Tibet, flow patterns are still less certain, in large part because of uncertainty about the strength of the mantle lithosphere. A reasonable assessment of sometimes conflicting datasets suggests there may be a weakly coupled flow of less viscous mid-lower crust above more viscous mantle lithosphere, involving elements of both Poiseuille-and Couette-type flow. The current generation of coupled thermal-mechanical models is 2D, but will need to become 3D in order to simultaneously model the clearly different rheological stratification (Fig. 7) , hence inferred different flow patterns (Fig. 8) , in different parts of Tibet. Meanwhile, field geophysicists need to acquire new transects across the plateau to broaden the perspective gained by intense focus on the most logistically accessible corridor across eastern Tibet, on which most models for the development of Tibet and the Himalaya are based. 
